
                                Questions on the play, One Dark Night 
I One mark questions: 

1. Who is Joe? 

2. Who is Mary? 

3. When does Joe work? 

4. What does Joe want to invent? 

5. What will people do if they see Joe building the spinning machine? 

6. People are afraid of Joe’s machine because they think it will take away their 

______________ (Fill in the blank). 

7. How many threads can Joe’s machine spin at a time? 

8. According to Joe, can people earn more money from the spinning machine or the 

spinning wheel? 

9. Who does Joe want to help most by inventing the machine? 

10. What did Joe do as a child? 

11. Mention one of the health problems Joe suffered. 

12. What does Joe want children to do instead of work? 

13. Why do the masters want children to work? 

14. When Mary says, ‘I love my wheel’,  

a. she’s angry with Joe 

b. she is sad  

c. to stop working on her spinning wheel  

d. she doesn’t want Joe to invent the spinning machine  

15. Who is Hob? 

16. What message did Hob send Joe? 

17. Why did Mary go to Hob? 

18. ‘Hob’s brain is no bigger than a nut’, means he is ______________. 

19. What will make Johnny rich according to Joe? 

20. When Joe earns a lot of money, what luxury can Mary have? 

21. How long did it take Joe to make the most important part of the machine? 

22. How many times did Joe try before the important part of his machine worked? 

23. What news does Johnny bring his father? 

24. Why do people come to Joe’s house? 

25. When do the people come to Joe’s house? 

26.  What does Johnny use to try to stop the people from entering the house? 

27. What does Joe want to hide from the people? 

28. Where does Mary hide the important part of the machine? 

29. Who faces the people when they attack Joe’s house, Joe or Mary? 

30. What do Hob and other men destroy? 

31. What does Mary say when the men ask for Joe? 

32. What does Johnny say about his father to the people? 

33. How does Mary reward Johnny for being brave? 

34. What does Joe do after Hob and the men leave his house? 

 

 

 

 



 

4 mark questions: 

 

Q1. What does Joe want to invent? Why? 

 

 

Q2. Why was Joe determined to invent the machine? 

 

 

Q3. Joe was determined to continue his work. But Mary was very afraid of his work- 

Why? 

                                                                              Or 

Why was Mary afraid of Joe’s work? 

 

   . 

 

Q4. What happens when Hob and other men attack  Joe’s house? 

        

 

Q5. What happens after Hob and the men leave Joe’s house? 

 


